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About This Content

It’s been almost a year since Germany and Italy declared war on the United States: plans have been made and now General
Eisenhower is ready to launch Operation Torch and enter the North African theatre. By landing on several spots in Morocco and

Algeria the American army plans to cut through the forces of the Vichy regime and then head eastwards, where they will face
the remnants of the Italo-German army in Tunisia. It’s time to chase the Axis out of Africa forever…

The first instalment of a mega campaign covering the entire African and European campaigns of the United States. Carry over
your troops to US Corps '43 and US Corps '44-'45!

16 Scenarios:
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Oran
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Tebourba

Morning Air

Kasserine battle

Spring Wind

Sbiba Pass

El Guettar

Hills

Enfidaville

Mateur

Bizerte

Tunis

US Corps ’42 is an expansion for Panzer Corps and it requires Panzer Corps to be played.
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Title: Panzer Corps: U.S. Corps '42
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Flashback Games, The Lordz Games Studio
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 26 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64Mb video card

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: If you use a newer OS than Windows XP, you will need at least 2 GB of RAM

English,German,Russian
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panzer corps us corps 42

Depends on luck way too much. Other than that, quite simple arcade shooter..  This key was obtained from the developer for the
purposes of review. 

 Summary: A game that just needs more. While its base combat and mechanics work, it wears out its welcome very quickly, as
the variety of enemies, environments, and tactics don't last for more then a couple of hours. Compared to other games of equal
price or depth, it doesn't compare as unfortunately it's aesthetic doesn't bring anything interesting to the table, and the mechanics
have been seen before. While it's definitely easier to play then it's free to play counterpart on the mobile platform, the f2p
aspects there don't feel that necessary (they feel out of the way in fact). In fact, the best way to understand if you'd generally
like the gameplay of the game is to play the google play version of the game, and realize that you've got a keyboard to work with
after that. But in the end, Cardinal Quest 2 just doesn't do enough to stand out from its competition.

 Gameplay Footage and Video Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV729q5lQmU

 Lists: 
+:

 Simple combat works on its core mechanics and simplistic skills and item system to a certain extent. While void of true
complexity, there's balance of elements here and a reasonable challenge.

 Like some small touches like the auto-selling of equipment that's obviously worse in every way to your current set.

 Heroes, while at first seem unbalanced, do have a reasonable balance in the end.

 The alchemist does feel like a unique character that stands out from the others.

 Glad to see the f2p elements from the mobile game gone.

-:

 Game lacks variety for the long haul. After 2-3 hours, you'll see what the game has offered in pretty much every way. It
misses the KO punch to really draw attention to it. Lack of enemy variety, equipment, and environments as a whole.

 Certain control problems with missing key strokes show up because of the mobile port. Can be annoying at times when
you have to use the mouse to click on something

 Compared to other games in the genre, it doesn't have the content to warrant the 15 dollar price tag. Games like The
Enchanted Cave 2 and Tallowmere bring more content in the end.

 Certain extra elements hinder gameplay despite being a new ability due to unintended side effects that it can have. For
example, auto-charge sounds great at first, until you realize you attack allies and the shopkeeper who will hammer you
down, even if you don't want to.

 Very uneven. Rough in several places, while smooth in others, making an uneasy experience.

 At times, doesn't do a good job of explaining extra stats or elements that a weapon/armor can have, and what the exact
effect is.

 Lack of Cardinals. But in all seriousness, saying there's story campaign in this game is misleading, cause there's really
no story.
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. Great little game!

It's got 2 game modes - classic & strategy. Classic is a race against time. Strategy is slower paced (turn based), but actually much
harder because your resources are scarce & your turns are limited.

The game is short - I've played each plant a few times - but not all experiences need to last for hours. I hope the devs come up
with something else soon.. Short story, I enjoyed what little I played with my friends. We all bought this game on sale for 50 or
so cents, and had a blast! This game is entirely worth buying on sale, if not just for the fun of a bunch of people in a room trying
to get past that "one level"!

Some high points:

-Controls are tight as heck. Wonderful for a precision platformer, and you know its YOUR fault when you mess up.
-Game is wonderfully optimized for my mid range laptop graphics card. Out of curiosity, I turned it off and ran it on my I7
integrated graphics, just to see what would happen. Although definiately slowed, it was still relatively playable.
-Its fun as hell to play with an entourage of slightly drunk dudes at a LAN party

However, a few flaws to watch for:

-The animations and cutscene camera motions are somewhat robotic. Sharp corners with the camera movement, and the main
character staying completely round while hopping, etc. Its definately easy to tell at first glance that this is indeed a game made
by a small studio vs a larger one, and the robotic movements make it feel "goat simulator-ish", for lack of better words.
-I know this might be hard for the devs to swallow, but the price point might be a tad high. This game is most fun when playing
with a large group, and unfortunately, I could only justify buying this for / convincing people to buy it when it was relatively
cheap. At $10 is when people go "Why can't I just play counter strike instead?". I don't know the sales for the game, but as it
stands now, its hard to convince 8 different people to drop a $10er on yet another indie platformer.

Overall, this game is a fantastic LAN party game for a bunch of people to get together and have a blast!

. Just works so well, instantly stopped me getting motion sickness, and it's intuative and enjoyable to use.. This is an amazing
game. Great story, Great characters, Medium difficulty with clues(only one tough puzzle later on), there is only one problem....
its short. it's not actually that short, and its better than just dragging on, but you'll wish for more. This was honestly the first
point & click game i had ever played and though difficult at first it sparked in me a love for these types of games. so in short, if
you have money and like point & clicks its a must play.. Not bad. I almost put a hole in my ceiling while smacking my controller
into it as I threw a grenade -_-

You really should make reloading something the user has to do, though. Once you've manually reloaded in a VR game, you
never want to go back to having it done for you.. I'm recommending "Mystika 3 : Awakening of the Dragons." It's a decent little
casual Match 3 game (with just a few HOGs, too) with acceptable voice acting. It took me 22 hours to finish the 200 levels with
100% Achievements. That's about 6-1\/2 minutes per level. But, that's including the time needed to replay a subset of the levels
to complete them in the time required for three stars. Most of the levels can be done in about two or three minutes. So, as a set
of casual puzzles, it works fine. My only significant complaint about the game is that when a "Match 4" or "Match 5" happens as
a result of a cascade, you don't get any bonus items (you get those only if you make the matches manually). The rest of my
issues are pretty minor:

- The story is silly.
- "Grapes" is mispelled as "graps" in one of the HOGs.
- Whether the timer is on or off makes no difference for the number of stars you get in a level (essentially, playing in "Relax"
[sic] mode just removes the timer from the screen). The stars are still wholly time based.
- There's no difficulty progression through the levels. With some minor variations here and there, they're mostly very easy.
- As a result of the lack of difficulty progression, the ending is not very satisfying. You basically do the same thing you've done
through the game and get a pat on the back.
- There really should be an Achievement for placing the final egg (i.e., finishing the game).
- After about the 3\/4 point, you run out of things to spend your money on. I finished the game with around 16,000 excess and
useless coins.
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Still, for what it is, the game is good. And, a $5 list price for 22 hours of gameplay is a good dollar\/hour ratio. Recommended..
If you cant handle throwing your computer across the room then I wouldnt reccomend it. But if you're up for a challenge then
you're in for a treat.
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This an extremely well crafted and long route, with highlights to me being extremely well done naturally looking forestation and
the fine detail in overhead wiring, signaling and stations. On the downside, I find the traffic while busy, monotonous: I think this
route deserves a richer selection and variety of stock to see and drive. Another minor downside for me is that the current set of
career scenarios are a bit devoid of action (boring) - which maybe is induced just due to the length of this route - and perhaps a
touch of ADHD on my part. But at least these scenarios are not long because of driving 20mph..

So despite a couple of drawbacks, highly recommendeded - it's a very high quality route and top 5 material.. cool, go order a
fckin icecube pizza, in north pole. Even though the content so far is limited, I can tell that this game has a lot of potential for
some good puzzles. Just from the first (and only) level, I can see how the levels will become harder and more interesting to
solve. I'm excited to see how this game grows as it is updated. Keep up the good work!. If you are old school game fan as I am,
buy it. Otherwise dont.. 3ez5me.

Not bad tho.. Good game overall, A bit to easy when you figure it out. only way to make it challenging at that point is to like
build HQ in camping grounds, witch is what im going to do now, but after that i think this game has run its course.

Did not bother with the modifiers becouse the game was easy enough to start with but i guess you can pick the ones with the
biggest drawbacks or just save exp and play them all with drawbacks, probably going to try that.

Really like the consept of these games, rats are a bit boring do, mostly becouse they are all the same and the game is going for
simple. don't get me wrong, I really like simple, but this was a bit to simple.

Games should be EASY TO LEARN, but HARD TO MASTER.
this game failed on the last part, mostly becouse i think they prioritised the first part.

With all that said, I will keep an eye on these happy goblins.
. I don't get all of the bad reviews... People are just♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥because the game does not feature online multiplayer
gameplay. There is, however, local mulitplayer feature.
It's good for people who don't really care about multiplayer or who are trying to teach their kids a game they grew up with.
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